'In the journals' guidelines

'In the journals' aims to summarise recent clinical research studies. It is not a critical appraisal.

It appears regularly in Bulletin.

Choosing an article to review? It should be:

Recent. Preferably published (online or in print) in the last six months.

'Open access' or included in the RCSLT journals collection. This will make it easier for other members to read the full article, if they wish.

Clinically relevant. We would suggest studies looking at assessment, intervention or outcomes in speech and language therapy, including systematic reviews. If you don't have something in mind, the most recent speechBITE newsletter may be a good place to start.

We are also keen to feature articles related to inclusive practice, which may have more of a commentary or editorial style.

Email bulletin@rcslt.org with details of your chosen article before submitting.

Or we can help you choose a study.

We'll also agree a deadline at this point.

Structuring your summary

- One sentence summarising the main findings or conclusions of the article
- Overview of the participants/methods/intervention
- Summary of the main results
- A quotation from the authors which summarises their conclusions
- Your full name, job title and place of work
- Full reference in Harvard style

Max 220 words, including the full reference and your details